
 

Guillermou

The truth is that the biological weapon against C-19 will kill 1 to 2 billion humans over the next decade as the spike

protein's damage takes its toll. But even this is not enough for the demonic entities that control our planet, as they seek

something closer to a total reduction of 90% of the human population. Suddenly, your strategy is very clear. Injections of

spike protein mRNA cause a 90% suppression of the DNA repair mechanism known as NHEJ (non-homologous end

joining). This is a cellular mechanism that exists within the cells of humans, animals and plants to maintain genetic

integrity, a necessary condition for life.

www.brighteon.com/787e2691-1c08-486c-835d-d5de871e782c  .------ MRNA TECHNOLOGY IS THE CULPRIT BEHIND

FAULTY IMMUNE RESPONSE THAT PROLONGED THE PANDEMIC, IGG4 STUDY SHOWS www.igor-chudov.com/p/mrna-

technology-is-the-culprit-behind?utm_source..  (01/24/2024).----- NEW DISEASE VEXAS SYNDROME MANIFESTS AFTER

COVID AND VACCINATION VEXAS syndrome—short for vacuoles, E1 enzyme, X-linked, autoin�ammatory, somatic

syndrome—is caused by mutations in the innate immune cells, a somatic mutation in the UBA1 gene found on the X

chromosome.

The mutation affects the stem cells in the bone marrow. The cells mature into specialized immune cells that circulate

within the bloodstream. Immune cells carrying the UBA1 mutation are highly in�ammatory, and once enough of them

accumulate, patients start developing symptoms. christine257.substack.com/p/new-disease-vexas-syndrome-manifests?

utm_s..  (02/05/20024).---
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juststeve

Gui, the Jabs. The gift that keeps on giving. One more track for autoimmune dis-ease. So many over decades once so

rare, never heard of. Asthma and some allergies early on. Now with constant additions, and when the studies mention

prions, this is Mad Cow, Huntington's Chorea, Alzheimer dis-ease territory. One could suspect the 1% is attempting to

hold their self-described Homo Superior - Devine Status by retarding the 99% mental, physical, emotional bodies. Then

there are the turbo cancers. Risking being a wag, but did someone slip the Royals the real Jab? Or is it just me and it

seems like they're all getting hit with a wave of Safe & Effective Jab Turbo Cancers?
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rrealrose

Gui and Steve, Good morning! This recent roundtable hosted by Naomi Wolf is timely: Dr. Naomi Wolf is joined by

medical experts to reveal the'TURBO CANCER' TAKEAWAYS - - www.bitchute.com/.../2nCsTFcmvtut  - - the experts are

Dr William Makis, Dr Chris Flowers and Dr Michael Palmer. Most of this discussion revolves around where the spike

protein collects in the body (like the bone marrow), ongoing damage it can create, and how little they know about Turbo

cancers.
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DeeMarie123

juststeve, I doubt they got the jabs. And Charles will have the treatment that cures cancer, not the failed pharma

procedures that the plebs get.
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wareagle82

And while those people are dying, any attempt to link the deaths to the vaccine will dismissed as tinfoil battery. It has

already begun at a low level with a series of "studies" that seek to tie eggs to rising health problems, as if they're the

cause of excess deaths, sudden deaths, heart issues among the healthy, and female problems among women.  We've

been played on an industrial scale yet a substantial portion of the population refuses to see it.
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juststeve

The Royals comment comes under the heading of Things that Make You Say, hmmmm? Tucker Carlson interview with

Bret Weinstein; It is long but the �rst hour is the Weinstein interview. www.youtube.com/watch
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epi-cure

I like Bret. He's erudite and articulate. But he's got some 'splainin' to do regarding that revisionism:

www.bitchute.com/.../xoSrBiGyhrP4
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DebbyW

juststeve - I just read that King Charles has cancer. They didn't say what kind. He IS 75, so it could have occurred

'naturally'. Are there other royals who have been diagnosed?
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juststeve

DebbyW, actually Charles, Fergie, maybe Randy Andy, we're told no for Katie. Hard to tell with such high-pro�le people

surrounded by an intensive protection system. While the Queen & husband were very old by most folks' standards, still

if given the Jab, who knows? Again, something that make you say Hmmm?
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Guillermou

Thanks Just, Rose and everyone. The technology used in Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine carries toxicity risks, company

scientists said in a new paper. Toxicity risks include “structural components of lipid nanoparticles, production methods,

route of administration, and proteins produced from complex mRNAs,” the paper's authors wrote. The authors of the

article include Moderna employees Eric Jacquinet and Dimitrios Bitounis and Maximillian Rogers, who worked at

Moderna when the article was being written. www.theepochtimes.com/health/moderna-scientists-warn-mrna-

vaccines-car..

 06&utm_medium=email&est=4PZEHxOTBIloyb%2BzTXTpZo0hD4%2FP%2FXRHpWgwjDbiezYzBsBqa1sA0f7fFdXr7TUL

(04/02/2024).-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- Most Americans believe COVID-19 vaccines may be to blame for many unexplained deaths, and nearly one

in four say someone they know could be among the victims.

Sixty-nine percent (69%) of Republicans believe there are legitimate reasons to be concerned about the safety of

COVID-19 vaccines, as do 37% of Democrats and 54% of those una�liated. none of the main parties.

The results de�nitely show that more and more Americans simply cannot deny the obvious fact that the “Covid”

“vaccines” have been very detrimental to their health and/or know an immediate family member, co-worker. -neither

neighbor, nor heard stories from these entities- that have revealed the damage of these shots. It is too di�cult to

continue denying it; although most people are too ashamed to admit it, lest they be canceled and ostracized on social

media and by the sheep. winepressnews.com/2024/02/05/more-than-half-of-us-believes-the-covid-v..  (02/05 /2023).--

-
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juststeve

Apologies but a bit more. No doubt not everyone on her large list are on the same page as many here are. But the

criticism these parties are appearing on each other's platforms? Just my gut speaking, my observation is we are in a

Modern Tower of Babble. There are actually many good people on different �oors and even in different cubicles on

those �oors. Already organized to be Alone Together. C-19 just took it to new heights. Good people are kept separated

so the one hand doesn't have a notion what the other hand is doing or why. When it comes to the Professional

Maintenace Floor, there are good people who paid time and money being trained to do jobs and, in many cases, not to

even be aware they have been programmed Not to See.

When questions arise like what has in C-19 they're trained to go to the same sources causing the Planned Demic to ask

are you doing a Planned Demic. De�nitely trained not to rock the boat. When it comes to the lower �oors the Farmer

doesn't understand the Factory Worker who doesn't understand the Service Worker and nearly none of them understand

the Academic. More so, they/we get narratives to keep us separated so we don't compare notes. Because We. the

People are the ones who Build Things. If we cross talk, make an effort to understand outside our one spot, the

Predator$ fear is, we will build without the separations.

Build with a focus on those things we agree on. Build so while we may pursue our individual callings, we do not do so in

ways to create and cause friction among us. If we continue to follow the current system focused on messages to make

us create the Hate, Anger, Fear, Confusion, Despair, Depression that feeds the Predator$ - we will never turn and focus

on those things We, the People Agree On. Never see or �nd them in the �rst place. A long row to hoe, as we all have

been trained to act against our better angels.
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Guillermou

In November 2023, the UK's Channel 4 News published a segment titled “Sudden cardiac death affecting 12 young

people each week: what is this 'silent killer'?” The network wrote in a description: “He has been described as a 'silent

killer' of young, apparently �t people. The charity Cardiac Risk in the Young estimates that every week, at least 12

people aged between 14 and 35 suffer sudden cardiac death, and 1 in 300 may be a carrier of the disease. Channel 4

added: “A leading pathologist has told this program that he believes those �gures are underestimated. “The mother of a

young woman who died is campaigning for grassroots sports clubs to give young athletes, who are potentially most at

risk, mandatory heart tests carried out by specialists.” These increases in these types of deaths are corroborated by an

article recently written by Bloomberg.

winepressnews.com/2024/02/05/death-shot-british-media-warns-of-silent-..  in-the-heart/ (05/02/2024).---

winepressnews.com/2024/01/31/death-shot-bloomberg-admits-there-is-an-u..  (01/31/2024 ).---------------------------------

----------------------------------------- NEW AGE OF COVID BIOWEAPONS AND BRAIN CHIP WARFARE A new study sponsored

by the O�ce of Secretary of Defense provides a unique window into the views of military planners and how they see

future forms of warfare.

This scenario, initially conceived by Pentagon researchers, may sound like science �ction, but military strategists

believe that a "coronavirus bioweapon" may lurk on the horizon. This possibility is one of several outlined in a new

report sponsored by the O�ce of the Secretary of Defense. christine257.substack.com/p/new-age-of-covid-

bioweapons-and-brain?utm_..  (02/06/2024).--
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juststeve

(Sorry, but this should be above the post starting with apologies, a bit more.) As far as Bret, Campbell, she even post

Dore as suspicious controlled opposition, of course a careful eye has to watch for such things. Bret for me is not a

regular go to source but his observations of what has happened & is expected to be forced on us currently is pretty

much on track. He, Campbell for that matter have openly admitted at the start they were on board with what their

training had guided them through their careers. Can't speak for Bret, but Campbell for what I've seen presents the

information & doesn't tell you what to think, you decide.

Jimmy Dore as he says, "I'm a comedian working out of my garage," has serious health conditions. Like many average

citizens was only hearing, only knew what the o�cial narrative owned & directed by Big Pharma was & he actually got

the Jab out of fear. Then suffering severe negatives, he started doing his own research & realized we are being Bull

Spitted. After sharing the disastrous effects on his health, the Machine attacked him from every angle. I also see

RFKJR posted on her list of suspicious possibly controlled opposition.

RFKJR has worked with Doc, with Barbara Loe Fisher, many environmentalists on the issues of Mercury in the

environment, Glyphosate, current devastating Farming methods, autism & standard Vax's need proper safety studies,

High Tech Snooping, Digital Banking, WEF/WHO dictator initiatives & much more for years, some decades. After & still

being silenced by Legacy Media for decades still �ghting, sometimes winning- he is controlled? Yes, de�nitely look for

concerns & act on them if so, but reviewing the link given, just my Gut, but she sounds likely controlled, or needs the

click bait.
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epi-cure

I like and also trust John Campbell. Polly did give me pause to view things from another direction and by Campbell's

own admission, he was duped. The warning is that we must be forever vigilant and not fall into the "trusted sources" lul,

even if the trusted source is called Mercola. Do our own research / think for ourselves. There's a lot of cointelpro

creating confusion by planting seeds of doubt in the public's thoughts regarding controlled opposition. At a personal

level, Robert Malone has engendered skepticism as a CIA asset, then and still, even though his lawsuit against The

Breggins was dismissed.

Another example of misdirection is a recent quote from a "trusted source" (haha, there I go), taken with a grain of salt

that in 2004 the CIA came out with the Flat Earth narrative to misdirect the thoughts of generally sober thinking people,

True or not, I was poised and ready to receive that nugget because of my gargantuan bias against the authenticity of

Flat Earth. Oy, those mine �elds we walk on !
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Eevee

The Queen (QEII) had bone marrow cancer and now her son (Rex KCIII) has cancer. They took the shots.
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maxxon

Gui, I'm sure this isn't the �rst time someone referred to you as a genius, but it is true. You have explained in great detail

exactly what takes place when the "gene therapy" is injected to humans and animals. I totally believe "THIS WAS NO

ACCIDENT". Frankly I believe your projection of future fatalities is far too conservative based on the fatalities during the

past 3 years. The destruction of the ability to reproduce alone that has been noted will eventually depopulate the Earth.

The "vaccine agenda" of the liberal left population control zealots has been in the works since the pre 1980's. This is

the work of the elitist N.W.O. reprobates and as usual it was never properly thought through. Is there a way to close

Pandora's Box ?? Most probably not. Far too many 'walking time bombs". Fauci & Gates and their minions have been

successful. They provided China with the keys to a self collapsing castle.
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020202

So, everyone on earth will be a descendent of Bill Gates, Jeffrey Epstein (he had the egg and sperm bank started),

Klaus Schwab, Hillary and Bill, George Soros...... oh heck, who would want to live on earth being surrounded by them?
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juststeve

epi-cure, it is completely exhausting to be in constant vigilance mode, but these days call for it. A good go too is who

says so, & why would they say it. It's good to keep in mind, no matter how well versed, how experience, one's knowledge

ends up being incomplete. Always seems to be another layer. A strong reason I personally trust Doc. Through the years

he's freely expressed when he believes he's been wrong, or new information suggests a new direction. Even so, if my

body tells me different, I keep in mind, One Size Does Not Fit All, if something isn't working for me, it doesn't work, or I

haven't understood it right yet.

I've been exposed to all kinds of stuff, & we all have different environments we came from or lived in. This has been an

exceptional site for many years. Not believing bad actors or useful idiots have not been poking around one would have

to be asleep at the wheel. Currently I am agreeing with Bret, Predator$ & the political parties they own grew so used to

also owning the Legacy Media.

Pushed out narratives, more often than not contradictory narratives from the same mouth to different audiences. They

became lazy, extremely comfortable just �at out lying. Been so successful holding their bases in captured corners

never comparing contradictory messages. It also very much seems the C-19 debacle went so far over the top, it

exposed too many 'loyal subjects,' something is rotten in Denmark. If the Predator$ can't jam the truth signals with

something, it seems right now we are in-between the Attack Them - (the middle stage,) & the Well of course it's true

everybody always knew this.

So if this is the case, we will see many lick spittle's joining the chorus. Because now know we are not alone, their

problem is how many now can see how they sing out of tune. No doubt some will go kicking & screaming every step of

the way trying to hang onto the old order. One only has to look at those in our personal lives who will never admit what

happened.
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Guillermou

Very grateful maxxon for your reference. Above all, methodical and eager to learn. Yes, Why would the fertility rate

suddenly drop in “developed” countries? Because people realize that to save the planet the world needs less, many

fewer “eaters” and consumers? Or rather does it have something to do with the false “vaccines” against covid, widely

coerced? watch the Dr. Mercola video at the link Isn't this precisely what the Gates-Rockefellers-Kissinger et al clan has

in mind? Is that why mRNA-type injections (CDC emergency approval as “gene therapy”) include anti-fertility and

sterilization components?

In fact, the abortion rate of pregnant women receiving the mRNA-type inoculation is as high as 30%, probably

considerably higher when unreported cases are taken into account. Listen to Dr. Jos Mercola.

www.globalresearch.ca/new-york-times-predicts-massive-population-reduc..  (12/16/2023).-------------------------------------

----------------------------------- DATA ANALYST UNVEILS WHERE THE VACCINE DEATHS ARE HIDING , “Myocarditis has

become the darling of the anti-vax community. But myocarditis is about 1% of the overall vaccine deaths,” says John

Beaudoin Sr, author of “The Real CDC.” Beaudoin discovered that in 2021, excess deaths in Massachusetts shifted from

respiratory deaths to blood and circulatory system issues, such as clotting and bleeding.

There is where, Beaudoin says, the vaccine deaths are hiding. “So what people are dying from, they’re dying from ...

cardiac stroke, pulmonary embolism, gastrointestinal hemorrhages, aortic arch dissections, more than the respiratory,

which went down at the same time.”.. ....and consider immune disorders and turbo cancers

vigilantfox.substack.com/p/data-analyst-unveils-where-the-vaccine?utm_..  (02/06/2024)
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Guillermou

Just and Epi-cure. WATCH: AN EPIDEMIC OF HEART DISEASE DEATHS’ IN ENGLAND, Says John Campbell.------ There

have been more than 100,000 additional deaths related to cardiovascular disease in England since February 2020,

according to leading medical commentator John Campbell, Ph.D., in a video released today. The �gure comes from a

new report by the British Heart Foundation, which also shows that more than 39,000 people under the age of 75 died

prematurely from heart disease and stroke last year alone, the highest number in 14 years.

Citing the lack of public outcry and government intervention over the statistics, Campbell said: "We have an epidemic of

heart disease here," Campbell said. According to Dr Sonya Babu-Narayan, cardiologist and associate medical director

of the British Heart Foundation, the surge is the “worst cardiac care crisis in living memory”. "Urgent intervention is

long overdue," she said. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/epidemic-cardiovascular-deaths-eng..  (01/31/2024)
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Guillermou

JOHN CAMPBELL: EXCLUDING DISSENTING VOICES IS 'INTELLECTUAL FASCISM' To highlight the importance of

scienti�c principles and knowledge ignored or contradicted by authorities setting COVID-19 policies in recent years,

John Campbell, Ph.D. , presented Russell Brand with a physiology textbook on a recent episode of “ Stay Free with

Russell Brand ” on Rumble. Brand asked Campbell, a retired nurse educator in England who hosts a popular YouTube

show explaining the evolving science on COVID-19, to provide key examples of how public health o�cials and Big

Pharma compromised or distorted COVID-19 science to serve �nancial interests. The governments of the United

Kingdom, the United States, Australia and Canada have ordered hundreds of millions more doses of mRNA COVID-19

vaccines, Campbell said, giving an example.

They did so despite knowing that the vaccine's lipid nanoparticles, which can cause severe in�ammation, do not remain

in the arm. "And yet," Campbell said, "people are going ahead with this massive cooperation between Moderna in this

case and our governments to produce huge quantities of vaccines for which there may be a potentially fundamental

problem that means they can't be used." . childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/john-campbell-russell-brand-intell..

 (2023)
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Guillermou

The state of Florida has called for a halt to the use of mRNA vaccines against Covid-19, setting a precedent for the

implementation of similar decisions not only in the United States, but around the world. The evidence is overwhelming.

Read the letter from Florida State Surgeon General Joseph A. Ladapo below We call on people across America to

pressure state o�cials to cancel Covid-19 mRNA once and for all. The evidence of mortality and morbidity resulting

from vaccine inoculation, both present (o�cial data) and future (e.g., undetected microscopic blood clots) is

overwhelming.

O�cial data (mortality and morbidity), as well as numerous scienti�c studies, con�rm the nature of the Covid-19 mRNA

vaccine that is being imposed on all of humanity. Our thanks to Dr. William Makis www.globalresearch.ca/�orida-�rst-

jurisdiction-halt-covid-19-mrna-va..  (05/01/2024).---------------------WEF motto for 2024: rebuild trust With this kind of

nobility, Davos 2024 is off to a good start. Not in vain, this year's motto is “Rebuild trust”. Are you kidding? “Rebuild

trust,” that says it all. Something is changing.

The WEF is realizing that more and more people including high-level executives have lost and are increasingly losing

trust in this corrupt, dystopian, rules-based wannabe World Order. Further signs that con�dence in the system is rapidly

losing ground around the world can be seen in a recent Telegraph article, according to which Defense Secretary Grant

Shaps is planning to recruit women for military service, to offset the decreasing number of recruits by mail.

www.globalresearch.ca/wef-davos-2024-world-falling-apart-show-must-go-..  (01/15/2024)
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MoMac46

Yes the C19 jabs have injured many, and millions of deaths to follow., As for the unjabbed we don't know the effects of

shedding for us in the future. Though if the WHO pandemic treaty gets passed how can we escape the mandated

vaccines. I will follow the non compliance route as best I can.
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Cabochon

The UK Government has just concluded a 10 year deal with Moderna for the supply of mRNA in�uenza “vaccines”. Even

the traditional �u vaccines are ineffective against all strains but this misuse of public money surely begs the question:

Why the desperation to get mRNA shots into humanity without proper clinical trials? https://youtu.be/VUJ7pnw9F3A
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epi-cure

juststeve one of the marks of intelligence is adaptability to changing conditions. Also, a willingness to admit to errors

made, be they innocent or temperamental, is an indication of emotional intelligence. Doc possesses both. Two areas in

which he comes up short are the overstepping with censorship on the forum and circumventing open discussion of

virus authenticity. Both may reveal where the rubber meets the road or, said another way, when one is over the target,

the target being the terms and conditions set by overlords of what he's allowed to explore or should remain taboo. The

latter may be self-imposed, still too hot a potato to tackle because it would make him an easy target for the dominant

narrative versus this idea before its time.

When top names in research and clinical medicine continue to freely use the V-word its simply too big a hill to climb. It's

not enough to state viruses don't exist. As Buckminster Fuller so poignantly stated: "we never change things by �ghting

the existing reality. To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete". Like you, I'm vigil

battle fatigued and in other ways too. The best remedy for that is to talk less and do more. Our voice carries the most

weight at the local level so that's where I apply my "do" efforts. One doesn't have to be a scripture apostle to glean the

wisdom of, by their fruits you will know them (Matthew 7:16). "Them" applies to all of us.
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brodiebrock12

A sad reality to come to grip with for sure. These criminals who orchestrated ALL of it from planning, to execution, and now

ongoing execution unabated have gotten away with it scot free with many of them receiving generous pensions and we the

people funded pay raises. All the same players in all the same positions. Its truly a epic disgrace considering what was

"allowed" to be done with humanity in scope and continues. Just endless articles like this redundantly telling us what we all

know over and over and over locked in some sort of endless in�nity tunnel. ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen and

still there are people asking why this all continues. Surreal...just sayin

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Segstar

And Brodie i don't see the light at the end of the tunnel, heck I can't even see the tunnel...But we are all reminded for evil

to prosper requires good people to sit on their asses and do nothing...They so nothing cept whine, moan, groan, bit-ch

and complain, everyday..My guess is only with/through Divine intervention this schitt show would ends..Until then the

Evil swines will wreak havoc on ALL of humanity...The silence of the masses is truly deafening..

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

rrealrose

Hi Brodiebrock and Segstar - This amazing interview with a retired electrical engineering manager is NOT TO BE

MISSED. It is buried in a link Gui posted above: "Unexploded Bomb: Where the COVID-19 Vaccine Deaths Are Really

Hiding | John Beaudoin" - - www.theepochtimes.com/health/moderna-scientists-warn-mrna-vaccines-car..  - - you may

need to scroll down a bit in the article to get this. John has a substack Coquin de Chien (bad dog) in which he has been

analyzing actual data he has from 3 states. No surprise here, many deaths have been mis-coded, death certi�cates

may not have been �lled in correctly to match their automated reading software.

Seems not many deaths were tagged to the shots, yet the symptoms shifted and most deaths are NOT covid. Worth

listening to how John breaks down the data he has. The implications here are massive, as the CDC cannot see the data

is incorrect if their coding system picks up bad entries. Apparently have no idea the errors coming to them from the

states, and if its skewed from Mass. you'd better believe this is similar to all states...you may want to also check out

John's substack.
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brodiebrock12

Hey rrealrose...watched it all as a 3 year subscriber now with Epoch Times. Truly a eye opener with John Beaudoin, but

the fact remains...it's all so redundant now. We KNOW what was allowed to occur, and still is with the astonishing

atrocities occurring to humanity in an unabated fashion. A rapist will rape until IT is not allowed too. ALL of the rapists

are running FREE still, and planning the next attack. We can read and read and understand all that occurs, but without

the actual problem taken care of...none of it matters. What good in knowing when it's all just "allowed" to continue, and

all the same players are in all the same positions. Just saying, and really do not understand why every soul is not

screaming this constantly and demanding ACCOUNTABILITY.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

rrealrose

Who is responsible? Most doctors are not trained on VAERS or �lling out death certi�cates to �t the CDCs system. The

Pharma-centric medical education system does not teach much about detecting toxins, looking for reactions to shots,

or even acknowledging their dangers. We are witnessing a giant fail of a massive medical system, now upwards of 25%

of the total GDP of the US. Shocking how this has crept into every aspect of American life. Do I think the entire system

needs to be dismantled and redirected? Most of it, since 1970 or thereabouts.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Katy69

Even worse to come, Brodiebrook. The mRNA “vaccines” are now also being purchased as injections against in�uenza.

Check out Dr John Campbell report here: youtu.be/VUJ7pnw9F3A

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

meehan2661

One thing I didn`t see addressed here in the comments. Ok, over the weekend the article about shedding. Should we all be

taking the FLCCC-irecover protocol? Did all of the unvaccinated get compromised? After visiting an ART practitioner, my

wife has been battling squamous cell. The practitioner picked up graphene oxide in her system. Her remedy was a zeolite

powder. I asked how it got in there and she said it is in our environment. Comments welcome.
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Guillermou

Yes, contagion becomes more evident due to proximity to vaccinated people. The article of A MIDWESTERN DOCTOR

What We've Learned from Over a Thousand Vaccine Shedding Reports Please share yours as well so we can unravel

this mystery www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/covid-19-vaccine-shedding-experiences?utm_s..  (08/01/2024)

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

tidewatergirl

I have low platelets from right after getting two Shingrix (the second which made me ill) and the Johnson and Johnson

about two weeks later in 2021. Stupid me. Neither my pcp or my hematologist would admit it’s from the shots but I know

thrombocytopenia is a side effect of both. My hematologist diagnosed me as having an autoimmune issue. I’m being

monitored and now my platelets are up to 56,000. I’ll never get another vaccine.
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Guillermou

I'm sorry. You learn from experience. There is growing evidence that C-19 “vaccines” do not produce sterilizing

immunity, allowing people to suffer frequent reinfections. Recent research has also raised concerns that mRNA

vaccines may induce immune tolerance that, added to that caused by the virus itself, could complicate the clinical

course of a COVID-19 infection. Additionally, recent research has found elevated levels of IgG4 in people who were

given two or more injections of mRNA vaccines. Taken together, the evidence suggests that the reported increase in

IgG4 levels detected after repeat vaccination with mRNA vaccines is not a protective mechanism; rather, it may be part

of the immune tolerance mechanism to the spike protein that could promote unopposed infection and replication of

SARS-CoV2 by suppressing natural antiviral responses.

IgG4-induced immune system suppression due to repeated vaccination can also cause autoimmune diseases, promote

cancer growth, and autoimmune myocarditis in susceptible individuals. similar to that which occurs during successful

immunotherapy with speci�c allergens by inhibiting IgE-induced effects. IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD) is a

�broin�ammatory disorder named after the presence of numerous IgG4+ plasma cells in damaged tissues and high

serum concentrations of IgG4 in most cases.

IgG4-RD includes a “wide variety of diseases, previously diagnosed as Mikulicz disease (MD) autoimmune pancreatitis,

Riedel thyroiditis, interstitial pneumonitis, interstitial nephritis, prostatitis, lymphadenopathy, retroperitoneal �brosis,

and in�ammatory aortic aneurysm.” It also plays an important role in the pathogenesis of at least 13 autoimmune

disorders. IgG4 appears to be linked to more aggressive cancer growth, and both were strongly associated with greater

cancer malignancy and a worse prognosis

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Guillermou

It was discovered that IgG4 can compete with IgG1 in binding to Fc receptors present on some immune cells in vitro.

This competition results in the inhibition of typical immune responses against cancer cells, such as cellular and

complement cytotoxicity and cellular phagocytosis, which are mediated by antibodies. Locally elevated levels of IgG4

in cancer tissue hindered antibody-mediated anticancer responses, helped cancer block local immune response, and

indirectly aided cancer progression. Three different immunopotent mouse models supported this theory. Local

administration of IgG4 was found to dramatically accelerate the growth of implanted breast and colorectal tumors, as

well as skin tags caused by carcinogens. www.mdpi.com/.../991  (2023).----

www.preprints.org/manuscript/202303.0441/v1?utm_source=�ipboard&u..  (2023)
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MarkA.Girard

I love the term Pfrankenstein, it communicates a lot in one word. David Wiseman provides clear explanations of how the

mRNA shots can harm people but again, words matter, and he has couched his assessment in the overly forgiving

nomenclature of our times. For example, he said "They’ve asked people to take a vaccine, and put it into children and they

have no clue what is happening inside the body." Let's be clear, they didn't ask us, they duped us and lured us and bullied us.

Worse yet, they know damned well what these things are doing to us. It's been a couple of years now since the �rst doctors

who spoke out about a wide variety of ways these nasty shots could cause problems realized they were all right and that

the plan was to kill people.

While it's awesome that more and more experts are speaking out about what has happened, we have to hold the people

who committed heinous crimes against humanity accountable and watered down wording will be how they try to get away

with it. We need to be sure that what was and clearly still is tyranny is known as such throughout the land. We win this thing

with words. Check out my new word, coincidist, describing people who blame medical harm on coincidence. Coincidism is

a �lthy thing that goes right along with fascism and communism. We counter coincidism with creativity, humor and love.

open.substack.com/pub/coincidism/p/ive-created-a-concept-i-call-coinci..

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

jamNjim

Pfrankin Fauci should be the �rst in line to be indicted for crimes against humanity, namely GENOCIDE!
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Guillermou

Yes, above all awareness of reality. Keep in mind that billion-dollar pro�ts are the driving force behind this diabolical

agenda. . “Killing is good for business.” What we are witnessing is a crime against humanity on an unprecedented

scale, affecting the lives of the entire population of our planet. . The upward trend in excess mortality related to the

Covid-19 vaccine is widely documented. . The unspoken truth: We are dealing with a highly pro�table multi-billion dollar

operation that is based on increased levels of vaccine-related mortality and morbidity. Based on the evidence, P�zer

had the responsibility to cancel and withdraw the “vaccine” on March 1, 2021, following review of the results of its own

con�dential report (Mortality and Adverse Events).

www.globalresearch.ca/the-p�zer-big-money-maker-have-a-look-at-their-..  (2024).----- Aldous Huxley’s Brave New

World is - for the Huxleys - a purely utopian vision of the world under the control of those elite scientists of which they

considered themselves a group with the following utopian characteristics: 1)Manufacture of babies from a eugenicist

blueprint with arti�cial wombs 2)Genetic editing of the population to remove “undesirable” characteristics 3)Removal

of the concepts of love and God 4)Administration of a daily tablet (“Soma”) to keep the population happy (aka

controlled) in order to avoid con�ict that would disrupt the elites 5)Sterilisation by dictat This view is not unique to the

Huxleys and it would be worth taking the time (if you can spare it) to go through the links between the eugenics

societies, UNESCO, the Rockefellers and multiple other world organisations in Genervter’s excellent twitter thread on

the subject. www.arkmedic.info/p/the-new-eugenics-movement-part-1?utm_source=post-e..  (02/06/2024)

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

eas101

They leverage plausible deniability instead of truth and transparency.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

brodiebrock12

It's worse than you think jamNjim. Fauci will be paid by you and me a generous "we the people" funded pension for what

he has been complicit in doing. Wishful thinking there will be any actual accountability.
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Cabochon

In broken Britain, we are - o�cially at least - nowhere near the level of investigating “pfrankenstein proteins” but are still

stuck in the groove of the (politically) “safe and ..”.  Not so fast. Dr John Campbell notes that the UK prime minister (whose

company, Infosys, remember, is a WEF partner) has dropped the word “effective”. Is he admitting something here? M.P.

Andrew Bridgen takes him to task by comparing the Post O�ce scandal lies with war criminal Blair’s lies over Iraq.

Thankfully, all this is recorded in Hansard, so no excuses when truth will out as it surely will in the end.

youtu.be/m2skKkRwYj8

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

rrealrose

Hi Cabochon, Did you see this recent interview Jimmy Dore had with Ed Dowd? The UK Has a Problem’: Ed Dowd

Reveals Alarming Excess Death Data in Children. Notably, this trend didn’t start until “the magic juice started to be

issued to children later in 2021” - - vigilantfox.substack.com/p/the-uk-has-a-problem-ed-dowd-reveals  - - this is

stunning.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Cabochon

Good link, rrealrose. Both Dr John Campbell and Ed Dowd are sources of truth. The presumptuously named “Online

Safety Act” is a case in point. There is no way of proving who is lying and who is telling the truth, unless you examine

the evidence. The evidence proves “unequivocally” to quote Prime Minister Sunak’s favourite word that MSM is not

interested in truth, only propaganda.

 Posted On 02/07/2024

 

Cabochon

Stop press: Did you see Dr John Campbell on the new Wastemonster/Moderna deal re mRNA shots against �u?

https://youtu.be/VUJ7pnw9F3A
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wareagle82

So yet another alleged conspiracy theory is looking more and more like a fact? No wonder no one in govt wants anything

resembling an honest inquiry into the Covid disaster. Because the whole thing is looking like a planned assault on the

global population, with American public health agencies at the tip of the spear. Funny how China is constantly cast as our

geopolitical foe, yet it's the country where we choose to fund gain of function research, it's the country the political class

tries to cover when people say "Wuham �u." None of this should surprise anyone and yet, there is an element of that.

I know there are bad people working in the public sector but the depths of their evil is astonishing. No one among us was

raised to believe that this level of malevolence would exist within our own govt, or that it would be expressed against us.

The part that's even worse is how many choose to remain blind, still wearing masks, still believing in the vaccine, still

ignoring the mountains of evidence before them of this being anything but a viral outbreak. I'm afraid that group

outnumbers the rest of us which bodes poorly for the next great fear campaign that govt unleashes.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Katy69

Please see posts by Cabochon and rrealrose above. It seems politicians can repeat any propaganda they choose while

ignoring any valid statistical evidence. The supposed inquiry into the plandemic is a whitewash.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Naplam

The conspiracies now outnumber the conspiracy theories.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Arlen1

I'm wondering if this could explain the wide range of side effects. Some people got the �rst jab with no side effects at all.

Then when they got the 2nd or 3rd jab they had major side effects. Could this had been the result of poor quality? If you had

more "frameshifts" in one batch versus another you might see an uptick in adverse reactions. The prion disease is very

disturbing! I learned several years ago to avoid eating parts of the animal that involves the central nervous system. You risk

catching prion disease from eating things like brains. Squirrels are very risky for some reason. If you get a fast growing

prion it is worse than dementia or Alzthiemer's disease.
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Glastian

Russian roulette, Arlen. One of the jabs will have the desired effect I suspect. If the left don’t get you, then the right

hand will?

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Guillermou

Professor Byram Bridle mentioned that the spike protein was associated with the formation of Lewy bodies, which is

linked to prion diseases. He expressed concern that vaccines could cause prion diseases such as dementia,

Alzheimer's, and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). There is no doubt that mRNA vaccines are causing prion diseases.

People did not have these diseases before the injection and suddenly develop them after the injection. There is no

other explanation for this. None of the "fact checkers" can explain the cause of the excessive rates. Prion diseases are

incurable and always fatal Professor Byram Bridle mentioned that the spike protein was associated with Lewy body

formation, which is linked to prion diseases.

He expressed concern that the vaccines could cause prion diseases such as dementia, Alzheimer's and Creutzfeldt-

Jakob disease (CJD). There is no question that mRNA vaccines are causing prion diseases. People did not have these

diseases before the injection and they suddenly developed them after the injection. There is no other explanation for

this. None of the "fact-checkers" can explain the cause of the excessive fees.

Prion diseases are incurable and always fatal Various links to Jessica Rose's article on COVID vaccines and prion

diseases. Stephanie Seneff on prion disease and COVID vaccines. Bart Classen who relates vaccines and prion

diseases. SARS-CoV-2 causes brain in�ammation and induces Lewy body formation in macaques

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../proof-covid-vaccines-cause-prion  .--- jessicar.substack.com/.../prion-diseases-are-no-

joke  .---- dpbh.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/dpbhnvgov/content/Boards/BOH/Meetings/2021/S..  .---

scivisionpub.com/pdfs/covid19-rna-based-vaccines-and-the-risk-of-prion..  .--
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HilltopJPJ

wareagle, “no one among us was raised to believe that this level of malevolence would exist within our own govt, or that it

would be expressed against us.” So true, we were raised to believe that our govt stood for everything that was good and

right. So sad now as a 62 year old to realize how very, very long we have been lied to and used to help carry out their evil

agenda. I didn’t just �gure this out, but I also didn’t realize anywhere near as soon as I wished I had. I will now be regarded

(by the powers) as a dangerous “domestic terrorist” for saying I don’t believe anything the media, medical establishment or

government has to say and nothing you can tell me about what they’ve done (or will do) can surprise me.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Rosebud10000

And according to Ana Mihalcea it's also the non biological components like hydrogels we need to worry about. She speaks

of IV successful treatment with EDTA. Does anyone have any experience with this particularly regarding safety issues with

this as a medication? Then Bryan Ardis speaks about nicotine to preferentially bind nicotinic acid acetyl choline receptors

thus releasing the venoms that he sees as being of signi�cance. So there appear to be multiple mechanisms of harm.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

wns115

Yes, my understanding is the nicotine addresses the cobra venom from Covid (which is why smokers didn't get covid.)

Covid is only the �rst problem though....My understanding is that the mRNA poison injections are what is causing the

horri�c DNA damage...which is a whole different animal. AND...unfortunately no one actually knows what is in all the

shots since humans were used as lab rats in their great 'experiment' - As Gui above says 1-2 billion deaths total...but is

that still too optimistic? Will there be more? No one knows....crazy times

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

mir8793

It was stated in due time everyone will know, the time is here and now. Thank you for keeping the public informed.
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Katy69

Oh, dear. Truth is the �rst casualty of war, so the saying goes. As one bright spark commented - “I would rather have

questions that can’t be answered than answers that can’t be questioned”. Liquid nano-particles, systemic in�ammation and

�ve-minute NIH trials of only up to 50 subjects - not a very reassuring mix for another billion dollar round of mRNA

injections. Forget C-19, now it’s in�uenza. https://youtu.be/VUJ7pnw9F3A

 Posted On 02/07/2024

 

rebbyreb99

I've been on the anti vaxx since the minute the government/Faucci said it was necessary and Dr. Mercola said do not do it.

Now I have been put into a massive dilemna. My husband needs a lung transplant and not only is the UofA transplant team

making him take all the covid shots before he will be allowed to be put on the list, they are making me as well. To be put in

this position to either I do it and my husband may possibly be on the list or I don't take the shots, they will not consider him

at all. I hate them all for doing this to me.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Darwina

Amazing the lack of any logic in this.  Doesn't stop you catching and spreading it but you must partake.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

brianallen1

Rebby, I am so sorry to learn of your situation. Without knowing the details, is it possible that he will live longer

foregoing the operation and all those horrible toxic injections? The shots could give him turbo cancer just like my friend

died from in just 7 weeks. I hope you will both stay clean.
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donnar

I'm so sorry for your dilemma! There are doctors out there who will give "fake shots" and give you the necessary

paperwork without taking them. Perhaps he can do it for both you and your husband. We are living in a crazy upside

world. God bless you both.

 Posted On 02/07/2024

 

Almond

"A Swedish study has demonstrated and con�rmed that the mRNA in the P�zer/BioNTech Covid injections in�ltrates cells

and transcribes its message onto human DNA within 6 hours, altering our own DNA which is consistent with the US Law

2013 which says that a person after vaccines which change their DNA, is no longer Human and all Human Rights are lost -

ready for genetic modi�cations?" christine257.substack.com/p/p�zer-covid-19-vaccine-alters-human         "mRNA

“vaccine” experiment does alter human DNA and may pass genetic code from parent to child, warns Dr. McCullough

01/25/2023 /" By Lance D Johnson   citizens.news/693258.html   Are cyborgs human? Have a large number of persons

surrendered their humanity out of fear of some boogeyman??? Although lacking in the autonomy of the human species, will

these new beings consider themselves superior to Homo sapiens and use AI to subjugate him?

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

JoeRad

Almond, if you're going to post something as nondescript as US Law 2013 could you instead be speci�c. There were

many "laws" passed in 2013. Same w the "new Swedish study". Where's the link? The 2 links you provided don't address

these questions.
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epi-cure

Canadian farmer, the late Percy Schmeiser in a battle with Monsanto that lasted over 10 years ultimately prevailed.

Unbeknownst to him, Monsanto's proprietary seed had contaminated Schmeiser's crop �eld. They claimed he was liable

for ownership of their technology even though the infringement came from them. The same should apply to humans

who have unwittingly been genetically altered. None of this loss of human nonsense. In the last year's interview

between J.J. Couey and Reiner Fuellmich, biologist Couey disputes the ability of mRNA to continue replication.

rumble.com/v46syq8-jonathan-jay-couey-why-the-pandemic-was-created.htm..   Wellness experts Brian Ardis, Ed

Group, Henry Ealy and Jana Schmidt together address the multifaceted decontamination challenges of those injected

with the vaXXine. Alas their content rich course costs a couple hundred dollars U.S. Here's one about extreme

ownership:   www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Almond

epi and Joe... As far as I recall, only one farmer has prevailed against Monsanto. Therein lies the danger. I am short of

time today, but will see how many links I can �nd.

www.researchgate.net/publication/359084279_Intracellular_Reverse_Trans..   citizens.news/693258.html  

www.theguardian.com/law/2013/jun/13/supreme-court-genes-patent-dna

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

donnar

My brother, who had the �rst 2 jabs and 2 boosters, has now been diagnosed with the rare and usually fatal disease

Amyloidosis. Amyloidosis is a disease where proteins are misfolding and attaching to the organs. In my brother's case, it is

attaching to the heart and possibly the liver. Both are enlarged. Does Amyloidosis fall under these Pfrankenstein Proteins?

 Posted On 02/07/2024

 

nateanthony

My ongoing gallery of anti-vax, big pharma lies and medical tyranny designs is worth 1000 words. pixels.com/.../nate-

anthony

 Posted On 02/07/2024
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bdmatt

I believe this was the intention of the injections all along. To alter our DNA, plus, to weaken our natural immune systems in

order to reduce population...genocide in disguise.

 Posted On 02/07/2024

 

goodbody2

Amazingly this is the �rst entry in a google search

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Track Record

It beggers belief that these scientists were totally unaware of the potential for frame shifting in the type of work they were

doing. But maybe I am actually wrong and they were so narrowly educated they were in fact some of Voltairs' Bastards. If

you don't know what this serious problem is about I would recommend reading the book available on Amazon.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

Malanka

WNS115 posted smokers didn't get Covid -19. Yes, smokers did get Covid--I personally know of smokers who became very

ill and were in hospital with severe symptoms. Where did this come from that smokers were immune? Our world is in a very

bad state and yes, many still refuse to believe that the vaccine did much damage. Ego is a bad thing so many refuse to

believe the truth because their ego believes they are not stupid and the evidence is not true.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

gmh1954

Sounds like Seneff was spot on, including the type of potential damage to younger healthy people.

 Posted On 02/06/2024
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juststeve

Way ahead of the curve!

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

imaginal110

God is great, undiminished by this nefarious evil, equally so for the jabbed and unjabbed.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

minimaniac1111

The mRNA jab destroys the immune system, causing HIV, which is always fatal and takes years to kill. The New York Times

estimated that 72% of the world is jabbed. I read somewhere that 1 in 5 doses are a placebo.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

brodiebrock12

can't cull to fast..no monies killing too quickly. Lots of new high cost meds needing to be given to all the new sickly

until they die. A true CASH cow for Pharma

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

reg5821

'Ribosomal frameshifting' sounds a lot like 'cancer'. 33% offsite response matches the concept suggested of the larger

experiment, 1/3 of recipients getting the actual heavy dose, 1/3 light, 1/3 placebo.

 Posted On 02/06/2024
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wns115

For spike proteins (vaxxed or unvaxed), many are saying the following are helpful: #1 Nano Soma, #2 Nattokinase #3

OnGuard by DoTerra (take daily drops and also place outside/under nostrils when in public), .........I add a #4 which is: 1 cup

fresh beet juice combined with 1 cub fresh carrot juice) - followed by 3 apples. The last protocol is the most powerful on

the planet for annihilating anything non-human in the body...do this 5 x per week and will eventually regrow entire body but

3 apples are a MUST or beets will cause severe digestive disturbance)

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

minimaniac1111

Fortunately, I learned the truth about the jab in time. Almost 70yo, I eat only what God gives us in Nature. No chronic

conditions or aches and pains, no weight probs.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

HilltopJPJ

To add insult to injury of the depopulation scheme, most if not all will submit themselves to the very same monsters who

created the jab: big pharma and its minions, the medical industrial complex. The result being that in addition to horrible

treatment you (or family) will be left bankrupt. Kill and pillage, it’s what they do best.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

DebbyW

In a sense, big pharma is being short-sighted. They collected billions of dollars for delivering the Covid shot into so

many people, and now they're collecting billions more as they offer treatments for the new illnesses that the shots

caused. But they're causing their customer base to shrink and pro�ts will drop.

 Posted On 02/06/2024
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srg03462

Explains why they are not mandating masks, distance, jabs, etc because most people already got the original doses. And if I

am not mistaken, you are still not considered fully vaccinated unless you got the original shots over 2 years ago. Even if you

decided to get this season's version.

 Posted On 02/06/2024

 

bowgirl

I was declared a domestic terrorist and spreader of disease. I had what was most likely Covid early on after a cruise on

a very sick ship, understand about immunity and heard Fauci say "if you have natural immunity you do not need a jab". I

stay away from jabbed people as shedding causes a repeat of my original symptoms.

 Posted On 02/06/2024
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